
Public Meeting #3

December 4, 2018

Welcome to the third Public Meeting for the Chicago Department of Transportation’s 
study of North Milwaukee Ave from Logan Square to Belmont Avenue. Your 
participation in tonight's meeting will help shape future improvements to Milwaukee 
Ave and Logan Square. 
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PROVIDE an update on the study’s progress

PRESENT recommended concepts

OBTAIN public input on recommended concepts

What are tonight’s goals?

The purpose of tonight’s meeting is to provide an update on the study’s progress, 
present the recommended concepts for the study area, and obtain your feedback and 
input on the concepts. 
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Study Area
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The study area is located along Milwaukee Ave from Belmont on the northwest to the Logan 
Square intersection on the southeast. 
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Study Goals

North Milwaukee Avenue is a local and regional street for 

multiple modes of transportation. It is officially zoned and 

functions as a pedestrian street southeast of Diversey. 

The key goals of this study are to:

Create public 

space and 

improve walkability

Achieve Vision 

Zero* by enhancing 

traffic safety and 

access to the area

Harmonize the 

various modes 

of transportation

*Vision Zero will reduce the number of roadway crashes with the goal of eliminating traffic fatalities and serious injuries in Chicago by 2026.

North Milwaukee Avenue is a local and regional street for multiple modes of 
transportation. It is officially zoned and functions as a Pedestrian Street from Diversey 
to Logan. 

At the start of this study, with public input, we identified the keys goals are to: 
• Create public space and improve walkability,

• Enhance access to the area and improve traffic safety with the goal of eliminating 
traffic fatalities and serious injuries per Chicago’s Vision Zero policy,

• And harmonize the various modes of transportation.

These goals have been considered throughout the process and design of each 
concept. 
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Project Milestones

GATHER 

data and 

identify 

stakeholders

REVIEW

existing 

conditions 

and affirm 

project goals

DEVELOP

concepts

PRESENT

options

SELECT

a recommended 

concept 

START 

construction 

PREPARE

final design 

To date, the study team has gathered data, identified stakeholders, reviewed existing 
conditions, developed multiple concepts for public review, and coordinated with 
stakeholders. Tonight, we are presenting the recommended concept for the study 
area based on the input received from the second public meeting. 

Next steps after tonight’s meeting will be detailed design in 2019. The start of 
construction will depend on funding availability.
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Public Involvement 

What we’ve done

• Identified issues, concerns, and goals

• Developed design concepts

• Analyzed data and community input 

to prepare final recommendations

• Coordinated with additional stakeholders

Public Meeting 1  August 30, 2017

Public Meeting 2  January 30, 2018

MEETINGS TO DATE

Project Study Group 1 June 16, 2017

Project Study Group 2  October 25, 2017

Project Study Group 3  November 1, 2018

Over the course of the project, the study team has held three Project Study Group 
meetings and two public meetings.  

At the first set of meetings, we discussed existing conditions in the corridor and goals 
for the project.  

At the second set of meetings, we presented two concepts for Milwaukee Avenue 
and four concepts for Logan Square for comment.

We have also had additional coordination meetings with Aldermen, public agencies, 
businesses, and other stakeholders. 
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Milwaukee Ave. Concepts

Now, let’s review the concepts for Milwaukee Ave. 

All concepts can also be viewed in more detail on the exhibit boards in the next room. 
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CONCEPT 1

Dashed Bike Lanes

CONCEPT 2

Separated 

Bike Lanes

• Maintains curb lines 

and parking

• Encourages moving vehicles 

to drive closer to the 

centerline with re-striped 

dashed bike lanes 

• Adds curb extensions 

for pedestrian safety and 

outdoor seating

• Consolidates parking 

to one side, 46% loss in 

parking

• Provides a physical 

barrier between moving 

traffic and people biking

At the last public meeting, we discussed two design concepts for Milwaukee Avenue.

The first concept maintains curb lines and parking in their current locations and re-
stripes the roadway to provide dashed bike lanes similar to those on Milwaukee 
Avenue from Division Street to Western Avenue. The dashed lane line creates a visual 
cue which encourages moving vehicles to drive closer to the centerline, allowing 
bikes to use the outside of the travel lane more safely. 

The second concept consolidates parking to one side of the street to provide space 
for separated bike lanes at sidewalk level, providing a physical barrier between 
moving traffic and people biking. 
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What we heard

Increase

outdoor seating and sidewalk cafes.

Improve

pedestrian and bicycle safety and comfort.

Maintain

existing parking for businesses. 

At the second public meeting, we heard that people want more space for outdoor 
seating and sidewalk cafes, and improved pedestrian and bicycle safety and comfort. 
We also heard from businesses that existing parking should be maintained.
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RECOMMENDATION 

Dashed 

Bike Lanes
• Increases public space

• Improves pedestrian and bicycle safety 

• Maintains existing parking on both sides of the street, compared to 46% removed in Concept 2  

• Avoids utility conflicts with electric, water, gas, and telecom

Improvements & Impacts

Based on what we heard, the recommended concept for Milwaukee Ave. is to install 
dashed bike lanes.  

• This concept provides more public sidewalk space for uses such as sidewalk cafes, 
and maintains parking on both sides of the street.

• It improves pedestrian safety by installing curb extensions, and bicycle safety by 
installing dashed bike lanes.  

• We’ve also evaluated crosswalk locations and worked with CTA to evaluate bus 
stop locations. 

The proposed crosswalk locations and CTA bus stop changes can be viewed in detail 
in the next room. 
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RECOMMENDATION

Milwaukee & 

Diversey & Kimball
• Two new crosswalks create 

more direct routes for 

pedestrians, and improved 

visibility and safety

Improvements & Impacts

• Dedicated right turn lanes

• Bike lane markings 

through the intersection 

• Northwest-bound bus 

stop relocation to far side 

of intersection

• Signal retiming to 

improve safety

In addition to the dashed bike lane concept, we are proposing spot improvements at 
two intersections along the corridor. 

The first is Milwaukee at Diversey and Kimball, these changes would include:
• Two new crosswalks to improve pedestrian safety by creating direct walking paths 

on the east side of Kimball Avenue and on the north side of Diversey Avenue,
• Dedicated right turn lanes on Milwaukee Avenue and Diversey Avenue, which can 

also be used by bikes and buses to pass through traffic, 
• Bike lane markings on Milwaukee Avenue through the intersection,
• Relocating the northwest-bound bus stop to the far side of the intersection, as 

requested by the CTA,
• And retiming traffic signals to give vehicles and pedestrians appropriate time to 

clear the intersection.
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RECOMMENDATION

New Traffic Signal 

at Milwaukee & 

Hamlin & Haussen

• Reduces conflict with pedestrians and drivers

• Improves traffic operations along Milwaukee Ave. 

Improvements & Impacts

The second intersection is Milwaukee at Hamlin and Haussen. Based on traffic and 
pedestrian volumes, the study team determined that the existing all-way stop sign 
should be replaced with a traffic signal.  

This change would improve traffic operations at the intersection, reduce delays for 
buses, and make it easier for pedestrians to cross at adjacent intersections.  
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Logan Square Concepts

Now, let’s review the concepts for Logan Square. 

All concepts can also be viewed in more detail on the exhibit boards in the next room. 
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CONCEPT 1

Spot Improvements

• Maintains Kedzie Ave. east of the CTA terminal

• Maintains Milwaukee Ave. through the Square

• Maintains the one-way traffic configuration around 

the Square 

• Adds bike lanes and curb extensions to improve 

bicycle and pedestrian access

CONCEPT 2

Traffic Oval

• Realigns Kedzie Ave. at CTA terminal to create new 

plaza space

• Reroutes Milwaukee Ave. around the Square to 

create a larger public space

• Maintains one-way configuration around the Square

The first concept was called Spot Improvements, which made changes to the number 
of lanes to improve traffic safety, added accommodations for bicyclists, provided 
additional public space, and maintained Milwaukee Avenue through the Square and 
Kedzie Avenue east of the CTA terminal.

The second concept was called Traffic Oval, which re-routed Milwaukee Avenue 
around the Square to create one larger public space, realigned Kedzie Avenue west of 
the CTA station to create a new public plaza to the east, and maintained the one-way 
configuration around the Square. 
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CONCEPT 3

Two Way, Trip Match

• Maintains Milwaukee Ave. through the Square

• Converts streets on the west and south sides of the 

Square to two-way configuration

• Creates larger park space east of Milwaukee Ave

CONCEPT 4

Two Way, The Bend

• “Bends” Milwaukee Ave. around the north and east 

sides of the Square to create a larger public space 

• Converts streets on the west and south sides of the 

Square to two-way configuration

The third concept was called Two-Way, Trip Match. This concept converted the streets 
on the west and south sides of the Square to two-way traffic to provide more direct 
routes for the most common traffic movements. This change opened up the roadway 
on the north side of the Square to be converted to park area. However, Milwaukee 
Avenue and Kedzie Avenue both stayed in their current locations.  

The fourth concept was called Two-Way, The Bend. In this concept, Kedzie Avenue 
was realigned west of the CTA station to create a new public space to the east and 
Milwaukee Avenue “bends” around the north and east sides of the Square to create 
one larger public space instead of two separate spaces. The streets on the west and 
south sides of the Square were converted to two-way traffic.
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What we heard

Reroute

Milwaukee Ave. to create a larger public space within the Square.

Realign

Kedzie Ave. to create new public space to the east. 

Create

easier pedestrian access to the Square.

Questions

about how two-way traffic would operate.

Based on the feedback received at the last meeting, the public expressed their 
support for re-routing Milwaukee Avenue and realigning Kedzie Avenue, which 
eliminated Concepts 1 and 3 from further consideration. 

The public also noted the importance of creating public space and easier pedestrian 
access to the Square. 

A majority of the public had questions about how two-way traffic would operate, and 
as a result, the study team reviewed traffic operations for Concept 2 and 4 in more 
detail. 
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RECOMMENDATION

Two Way, The Bend

• Improves 

pedestrian access

• Allows flexible use 

of public streets 

• Improves traffic 

and safety

Improvements 

& Impacts

During the detailed analysis, we determined that compared to Concept 2, Concept 4 
did a better job at: 

• Improving pedestrian access
• Allowing flexible use of public streets 
• And improving traffic and safety

Therefore, we recommend Concept 4, Two-Way, The Bend. 
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Two Way, The Bend | Pedestrian Access

Pedestrian access is improved with this concept because it includes eight crosswalks 
that connect to the Square, compared to six today and four in Concept 2. Access and 
safety is also improved by rerouting Milwaukee Ave around the Square and creating a 
unified public space which eliminates the need to cross a roadway. 
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Traffic Operations

Concept 4 also improves traffic operations and safety, compared to Concept 2 and 
existing conditions.

This video shows a simulation of how morning peak hour traffic would operate with 
the two-way street system in Concept 4. The green lines represent bike routes and 
the white lines represent pedestrian routes.  

The traffic in Concept 4 is spread out in multiple directions. Milwaukee Avenue traffic 
uses the east and north sides of the Square. Kedzie traffic uses the west side of the 
Square. Kedzie Boulevard to Logan Boulevard traffic uses the south side of the 
Square. In Concept 2, all of those movements must pass through the west side of the 
Square, which creates more congestion. 

Concept 4 also reduces confusion for drivers by eliminating the need to merge and 
allowing them to stay in a single lane as they travel around the Square. 
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Traffic Operations

At the southwest corner of the Square at Kedzie Boulevard, signal timing allows 
pedestrians and bikes cross without turning conflicts from vehicles.

At the southeast corner at Logan and Milwaukee uses more traditional signal phasing.  
Bikes and pedestrians can go with the through traffic, and there are also left turn 
arrows for north-south traffic.  

On the north side of the Square at Milwaukee & Kedzie, an all-pedestrian and bike 
signal phase is proposed for the traffic signal based on the high pedestrian volume. 

On the northwest corner of the Square, you can also see a Diversey bus enter the bus 
terminal, pause to drop off and pick up passengers, then exit to northwest-bound 
Milwaukee Avenue.  

You can see this same video, as well as one for Concept 2, in the exhibit room. The 
project team will be available to answer any questions. 
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Two Way, The Bend | Flexible Use of Streets

Due to the two-way street design, this concept allows for flexible use of street space 
for community events by temporarily closing one of the perimeter legs around Logan 
Square.

The image shown is one option for how one side of the Square could potentially be 
closed for special events, such as the Farmer’s Market, and how traffic could be re-
routed.  
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Thank you
Please proceed to the next room to view the exhibits 

and designs in more detail, talk with the study team, 

and provide feedback on a comment sheet. 

ChicagoCompleteStreets.org

We want to thank you for participating in the third Public Meeting.

Please proceed to the next room to view the exhibits and designs in more detail, talk 
with the study team, and provide feedback on a comment sheet. 

For more information, please visit the project website, ChicagoCompleteStreets.org, 
which will be updated throughout the study as milestones are reached. 
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